
AN ECONOMIC ENGINE 
FOR THE NORTH COUNTRY



In 2012, The Wild Center contracted PlaceMaking, a Plattsburgh, NY-based consulting firm, to conduct a socio-economic study of the Center’s regional impact 
and reach. This study was conducted to measure the impacts of The Wild Center across New York State’s seven-county North Country region.

“The Wild Center has been an amazing success story. 

In economic terms, it has quickly become a major 

anchor in the heart of the Adirondacks. More than 

that, however, it has possessed an entrepreneurial 

spirit from the very beginning. From the revitalization 

of Tupper Lake to helping to foster a sustainable 

economy in the Adirondacks, The Wild Center has 

become a key player and partner.”

—  Garry Douglas, President, North Country Chamber

is a major catalyst and economic engine for the 

North Country. Visitors to The Wild Center and 

Center operations generated more than $14 million 

in total regional revenue and led to the creation of 

277 jobs in 2011 alone.

THE WILD CENTER



The Wild Center is one of the largest local employers in the area.

Salaries earned by TWC employees had a $2.4 million impact 
in the North Country, meaning that money stayed local and 
was spent on groceries, clothing, mortgages, taxes, rent, and 
fuel among other things. In addition to the 38 full time jobs at 
The Wild Center, 19 new jobs were supported through these 
expenditures.

Of all The Wild Center’s Employees:

93% live year-round in NY State:

85% live in the North Country:

79% live in the local area:

53% live in Tupper Lake:

EXPENDITURE
IMPACTS

EMPLOYMENT
IMPACTS

The Wild Center sourced nearly half its goods and services from North 
Country vendors in 2011. The total economic impact of those purchases 
was $1.2 million, adding 15 new jobs to the region’s economy.

An economic ripple effect is triggered when people are employed, 
goods are purchased and visitors travel to the area due to the 
presence of the Museum. Direct or primary effects are the 
immediate impacts from that spending (e.g. a visitor makes a 
purchase from the Museum Store, or a visitor stops in town to fill 
their car with gas). Secondary or indirect effects are the additional 
spending that results from that new revenue, (e.g. purchase of local 
food to supply the Waterside Café, or the gas station’s purchase 
of additional fuel). Tertiary or induced effects result from a third 
level of measurable spending, (e.g. the food supplier paying their 
employees, or the regional fuel service buying a new truck). Taken 
together, these economic ripples constitute the total, measurable 
value added impact of The Wild Center, as computed by the 
IMPLAN software for economic impact analysis.

THE RIPPLE EFFECT

—  Seth McGowan, Tupper Lake School Superintendent

“We have a strong partnership with The Wild Center based upon our 
common interest in education. We refer to the Center as our science 
wing because that is where our students experience firsthand what 
they are learning about in the classroom.”



Some areas of impact are more complex to measure. How do you 
measure the impact a new cultural institution has on people’s decision 
to locate in the area, or the impact that The Wild Center’s sustainable 
building education events have had on the marketable skills of area 
builders? 

While our study did not attempt to measure these impacts, it is still 
valuable to understand their potential additional impact. Sources of 
potential economic benefit include:

More than 60,000 people, including 5,000 students, visit The 
Wild Center every year. In 2011, 85% came from outside the North 
Country Region, representing 4,612 zip codes. 

6 out of 7 of these visitors made Tupper Lake their destination 
of choice because of The Wild Center. On average, they stayed 
in the region for more than four days and spent $893.

In total, visitors added $10.4 million to the North Country 
economy over the course of their travels. This spending 
generated 243 jobs.

A REGIONAL SCIENCE SPACE
From its partnership with NOAA to provide Science on a 
Sphere to its broadband education programs, The Wild 
Center is a regional leader in technology applications.

A CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The Wild Center provides science education to children and 
adults. Programs include green building practices, renewable 
energy, K-12 natural sciences, and distance learning.

A GLOBAL WEB PRESENCE
In an average month people from more than 150 countries 
learn about the region on the Center’s site.

A REGIONAL EVENT SPACE
70 meetings of outside organizations are held each year. 
More than 1,250 wedding guests attend weddings at the 
Center each year.

A VOLUNTEER CENTER
10 interns work at the Center each year. 300 people have 
applied their expertise as volunteers at the Center.

VISITOR
IMPACTS

ADDITIONAL
IMPACTS



SUPPORTING 
THE FUTURE

The North Country Regional Economic Development Council understands the 
economic importance of The Wild Center and facilitated $1 million in support 
from Empire State Development toward construction of Wild Walk – 850 feet 
of elevated walkway designed to take visitors above the ground to experience 
a one-of-a-kind view of the Adirondacks.

Wild Walk will be a new way of seeing the environment from a different 
perspective by, for instance, sitting in a replicated raptor’s nest or laying 
face-down on a spider web suspended 24 feet in the air. Wild Walk is a key 
reinvestment in the Center, supporting its continued role as an economic 
engine for the region.

“The Wild Center kindled a long awaited awakening for this region and 
has directly enhanced our bottom line. We also are appreciative of the 
environmental learning tools the Center provides to us personally and 
to the community at large – people want to feel part of the process and 
love to be included in the goals of improving our environment.

AN ECONOMIC ENGINE

The Wild Center was founded to serve as an education hub, 

to illuminate the environment of the Adirondacks, and to 

support the economy of the region. The Wild Center brings 

new money into the region, and it keeps that money in 

circulation locally.

—  Terry and Robyn Doolen, Owners of Shaheen’s Motel in Tupper Lake



“The Wild Center is an Adirondack showcase that educates and 

inspires and creates jobs and generates revenue.  It’s a model of 

how we can promote the natural wonder of the environment 

that surrounds us and gain an economic benefit important to the 

sustainability of our Adirondack communities.”

45 Museum Drive, Tupper Lake, New York 12986    
wildcenter.org

— Betty Little, New York State Senator, 45th District


